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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Arithmetic may be defined as the science or number, and 
: number as the basic element in a way or thinking which enables 
1 
us to act intelligently and resourcef'Ully in dealing with the 
1 quantitative aspects ot living in a social order. 
It is common knowledge to every teacher, especially in 
the elementary school, that while arithmetic may hold a place 
ot high interest in the school lite ot the pupil, one phase ot 
it, namely, problem solving, presents definite difficulties, as 
it is in this area that failure is most frequently encountered. 
Practically all students have more or less trouble in solving 
problems. 
Since dealing with the quantitative relationships will 
otter valuable experience to the pupil, it becomes of great im-
portance that he be equipped as well as the school can provide. 
We believe that the ability to solve problems is neces-
sary to the development or the child. From reading, study, 
and experience, it may safely be concluded that the child meets 
with difficulty in the solution or arithmetic problems due to 
various causes. One ot these causes is thought to be the 
presence of extraneous data. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
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The following study concerns itself with certain aspects 
tof problem solving ability when extraneous data was present: 
A STUDY OF PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT IN ARITHMETIC 
PROBLEMS CONTAINING EXTRANEOUS DATA 
IN GRADES 5, 6 and 7 
A problem may be defined as a mumerical exercise in 
'which the operation is not stated but may be discovered by 
reasoning.1 
nExtraneous datan refers to irrelevant or superfluous 
quantitative material which is unnecessary in the solving of a 
·problem. 
P9rpose ~ this studY. It was the purpose of this study 
(1) to discover to what extent, if any, extraneous 
numbers in problems increase the difficulty in 
problem solving for pupils in Grades 5-6-7 
(2) to discover what effect, if any, a short period 
of concentrated work in problem solving has, on 
helping pupils at these grade levels in the 
solving of problems containing extraneous data. 
Justification. Many, even most, textbooks in arithmetic 
have neatly-packaged, made to order problems in which is 
.· 1 William F. Roantree and Mary s. Taylor Arithmetic Is: 
· Teachers (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1925~, p.621. 
-·~-- --- -- -- - -
--------------------· --------- ------- ~~~- --- -----
2 
i omitted any data not necessary to the solving of problems. 
i Thus, one factor which might add to the difficulty in problem 
solving is eliminated. Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged 
that despite such precautions, children still have difficulty 
in dealing with quantitative situations. In life, problems do 
not come always so neatly tailored. They do involve extrane-
ous data. 
2 Van Engen states: "Volumes have been written about 
problem solving. Problems have been analyzed and children have 
•. been tested, interviewed and analyzed, but the difficulty re-
. mains.11 
i: 
Experience shows the truth of this statement. If the 
pupil cannot utilize what the school has provided in its prob-
lem solving program, then the school has failed in a most vital 
segment of arithmetic instruction. 
Scope ~ limitation. To carry out this study the fol-
lowing classes were used: 
Three classes - Grade 
Two classes - Grade 
, - 82 
6 - 77 
pupils 
pupils 
Three classes - Grade 7 - 87 pupils 
One class from each grade was chosen as the experimental group. 
The other classes were used as control groups. A pre-test 
2 Henry Van Engen, 11Which Way Arithmetic,• IS! 4rith-
.• metic Teacher, 2:34-, December, 1977. 
3 
. containing extraneous and non-extraneous numbers in prob1ems 
.. was given at the beginning of the experiment and an end-test 
·. at the comp1etion of it. 
-· ---·::-=---- __ __;_ .. _:__:;;__-- __ ~_ --'- __ .:_ ____ ·;.;.:.._ __ -----
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i CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF TEE LITERATURE AND RESEARCH 
IN PROBLEM SOLVING 
Introduction. For generations one of the major objec-
tives of arithmetic has been to teach children to solve prob-
lems, whereby they may develop important types of quantitative 
thinking in functional situations. 
In agreement with the above statement is Morton3 who re-
. ports that: "Inasmuch as teaching pupils to solve problems is 
the chief purpose of arithmetic instruction, the problem solv-
ing program is perhaps the most important part of the entire 
arithmetic curriculum." 
It is the opinion of Clark and Smith4 that the all-over 
objective of teaching arithmetic is to develop the ability to 
think through arithmetic problem situations,--in brief to grow 
in power to do quantitative thinking. 
In discussing a realistic approach to problem solving 
Schaar? contends that: 
3 Robert L. Morton "The Place of Arithmetic in Various 
Types of Elementary Schooi Curriculum," Supplementary Education-
al Monograph, university of Chicago Press, Number 70, November, 
1949, p. 7. 
4 John R. Clark and Rolland R. Smith, "Growth in Arith-
. metic," Teachers• Guide, Grade ~' (New York: World Book Company) 
! 1952, p. 2. 
5 William L. Schaaf, "A Realistic Approach to Problem 
·. Solving .!!1 !ri thmetic, 11 Elementary School Journal, 46:494, May 
'1911§, _ __ -· ---·-- ---· -------=-~:"·-; _______ -----
·---. ~-- ----=- ---
••• the optimum goal of all arithmetic learning is the 
development of the power to solve quantitative problems 
arising in connection with personal activities and social 
situations • • • The fallacy of regarding arithmetic 
primarily as a tool subject has been all but laid to 
rest • • • If the learning of arithmetic fails to con-
tribute to quantitative competence, it cannot be justi-
;· fied. Such competence serves individuals by enhancing 
intelligent living in the major areas of personal, civic, 
vocational and recreational activities. I 
Brueckner and Grossnickle6 believe that problems that 
arise in life situations are the most valuable for developing 
quantitative thinking, and that these experiences should form 
the basis of much of the work in arithmetic. 
Brownell7 has advanced the belief that more than pro-
• ficiency (speed and correctness) in canputation is demanded by 
· the conditions of life. In practical living we must be intel-
ligent in quantitative situations. 
Wheat8 has explained that in our complex society of ex-
panding industrial and commercial enterprise, the language of 
quantitative expression and thought is indispensable. The 
pupil has to master the technique of interpretation. Arith-
metic is more than a system of number names, symbols and 
, 6 Leo J. Brueckner and Foster Grossnickle, Making Arith-
L metic Meaningful.. (Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company, 
. 1953), p. 492. ' 
7 William A. Brownell, "When is Arithmetic Meaningful," 
Journal gt Educational Research, 38:494, March, 1945. 
8 Harry G. Wheat, Hof To Teach Arithmetic. (New York: 
',Row, Peterson and Company, 9'5!') p. 10. 
6 
!;mechanical operations. It is also a language of interpreting, 
,, 
I )irecording, and communicating ideas of quantity and their rela-
: tionships. 
I 
According to Fehr9 arithmetic must plan for socializing 
; our instruction, that is for the use of arithmetic in problem 
:, solving. In good instruction, problem solving is learning and 
learning is problem solving. To develop the ability to solve 
,new problems by the use of arithmetic is the greatest objective 
of our instruction. 
Intelligence. Among certain factors which affect the 
ability of pupils to solve problems is that of intelligence. 
, Intelligence has been defined by Meum.annlO as the power of in-
, dependent and creative elaboration of new products out of the 
material given by memory and the senses. It involves the abili-
ty to avoid errors, to surmount difficulties, and to adjust to 
environment. 
Engelhart11 in discussing the elements involved in prob-
lem solving assumed that intelligence contributes directly to 
problem solving. 
9 Howard F. Fehr, "A Philosophy of Arithmetic Instruc-
tion," Arithmetic Teacher, Vol. II, No. 2, April, 1955, pp.27-3~ 
10 Louis M. Terman (quoting Meum.ann), Measurement of lll-
telligence. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1916), p:-46. 
11 Max D. Engelhart, "The Relative Contributions of Car-
li tain Factors to Individual Differences in Arithmetical Problem 
: Solving Ability," Journal .9! Experimental Education, 1:23, 
i' February, 1938. 
7 
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It is Fehr's12 belief that the higher the intelligence 
of the pupil, the less is experience a necessary factor for 
problem solving, while the lower the intelligence, the more 
does experience become a necessity for any success in problem 
·solving. 
Mortan13 states, "• •• since pupils differ greatly in 
intelligence, there must be great differences in the ability 
. of pupils in problem solving • • • Pupils do not grow in in-
telligence at equal rates." 
From the study made by Hansen14 in which he identified 
certain factors associated with success in problem solving, he 
found that various mental factors influenced achievement. They 
were general reasoning ability, noting differences, noting like• 
nesses, analogies, delayed memory span, immediate memory span, 
spacial imagery, spacial relationship and imagery. 
The fact that intelligence is not the only factor in 
problem solving success is indicated in the study made by Virgil 
Walkerl5 on the intercorrelations of Arithmetic Abilities and 
12 Howard F. Fehr "Present Research in the Teaching of 
Arithmetic," Teachers Coflege Record, 52:14, October, 1950. 
13 Robert Lee Mortoni TJ,chin! ~hildren Arithmetic. (New 
York: Silver, Burdett Co., 95 P• 8 • 
14 Carl c. Hansen, "Factors Associated With SUccessful 
> Achievement in Problem Solving on Sixth Grade Level," flithmetic 
. Journal !)! Educational Research, 38:111-118, October,944. 
:, 15 Leo P. Brueckner and Guy L. Bond, (quoting Virgil 
'Walker), The Diagnosis and Treatment of Learnin~ Difficulties. 
: (New York: Appleton, Century, Crofts,pp. 194-1 5. 
8 
General Intelligence. He found that it is assumed that arith-
!. metic is a general ability composed of a group of closely re-
.. lated knowledges and skills. The limitations of this point of 
view are revealed by the intercorrelations given below between 
, scores on standard tests of the four aspects of arithmetic in-
·• dicated and the I.Q.'s of 453 pupils in grades 4 and 5 having 
·· a median I.Q. of 93 • 
• 
INTERCORRELATIONS OF ARITHMETIC ABILITIES 
AND GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 
PROBLEM QUANTITATIVE 
COMPUTATION SOLVING VOCABULARY RELATIONSHIPS 
I.Q. .350 .5'06 .786 .602 
Computation .631 .361 .417 
Problem 
Solving .. 631 .522 .576 
Vocabulary .361 .5'22 .66! 
Quantitative 
.417 .576 .661 Relationships 
From the table it can be assumed that the correlation 
. between I.Q. and aspects of problem solving ranges from the 
lowest in Computation to the highest in Vocabulary. 
To substantiate further Walker took a sampling of pro-
' files of arithmetic ages of 4 typical ll year old fifth grade 
' pupils based on the results of four parts of the test. These 
9 
---------,:----- ---------_ ~--:·::------ ---~·-:--:-_-::-~.:----_--.-.----
~ 
are the results. 
Mental Problem Quantitative 
. Pupil Age Computation Solving Vocabulary Relation ships 
1 9.6 9.8 9.4 9.4 9.6 
2 15'.3 11.9 13.4 14.5' 12.13 
3 10.0 11.4 8.4 a.o 7.6 
4 11.0 13.0 10.4 9.8 n.dt 
The chief conclusion to be drawn from the above data is 
that arithmetic is not a general ability, and that a high level 
of proficiency in one aspect of arithmetic is no guarantee of a 
correspondingly high level in any other area. It is evident 
that arithmetic instruction must provide for the development 
of all desirable outcomes through well-selected learning ex-
periences adapted to the pupil's mental ability needs and in-
terests. If undue emphasis is placed on any one of the major 
objectives,--it is quite likely that the other desirable out-
comes will not be developed to a satisfactory level at the 
same time. 
Concerning intelligence and problem solving Karstens16 
believes that while intelligence is a major factor in solving 
problems, children with low I.Q.'s can, nevertheless, be 
guided in their thinking. The skillful teacher limits her 
16 Harry Karstens, REffective Guidance in Problem Solv-
:, ing,n Ib2 Mathematics Teacher, 39:172-173, April, 1946. 
--- ~---- ~- ... ~--- ~~===· ~----~-- . 
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H 
i: expectations in individual cases and concentrates on skill:f'ul 
i 
and sympathetic guidance. 
I. 
·' Schaar17 asserts that both teacher and pupil should ap-
'• 
:· preciate the ract that it is not given to all children to at-
•· 
· tain the same ultimate level in the power to deal errectively 
, with problems. 
Computation. Computation has been recognized as an im-
portant ractor in problem solving, but investigation has re-
vealed that skill in the fundamental processes does not always 
. guarantee success in the social use of arithmetic. 
Mortonl8 reports that success in getting correct answers 
to problems is also related to skill in the processes with num-
bers.. However good his thinking may be, a pupil's answers will 
be incorrect ir he makes mistakes in adding, subtracting, mul-
tiplying, or dividing. 
The gist or problem solving, however, is the thinking 
i.which is involved, not the computations that must be made. In 
the problem solving program, computational skill is a means to 
an end; the end is success in problem solving. 
Brueckner and Grossnicklel9 have pointed out that in-
creasing the accuracy of computation in problems by systemati~ 
17 William L. Schaaf, "A Realistic Approach to Problem 
;,Salvin~ in Arithmetic," Elemeptary School Journal, 46:497, 
May, 191f.6. 
18 Morton, .2P• cit. , p. 484. 
19 Brueckner and Grossnickle, .2P• £!1., p. 522. 
11 
----~~~-:-..:a:::::-:=:--:_=·-=:-=-:-.-.----_----:---:· - -
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i' 
i 
: organized practice exercises on number processes and insisting 
., that all computations be checked will increase scores on prob-
lem tests by eliminating the errors arising in computation. 
Concerning this, Browne1120 states: 
It was supposed that through addition, subtraction, 
multiplication and division the child must necessarily 
acquire all that he needed to know to employ these op-
erations effectively and intelligently • • • the mean-
ingless trick of adding numbers may suffice so long as 
~~ the child has only to find the sums of given numbers in 
1 an abstract example. But this kind of luck runs out .. 
Soon or late he must solve verbal problems or must react 
' intelligently to a personal or a social situation in 
which numbers should be added • • • Mechanical skills 
may suffice so long as those skills are employed in 
situations which are wholly familiar. To the degree 
that situations which differ from the completely 
familiar, we must be able to think and one does not 
think effectively with mechanical skills alone. 
Karstens, 21 while discussing effective guidance in prob-
lem solving, forcefully states: 
There is no such thing as determining the relative 
importance of problems and computation since the two 
are inseparable; either is valueless without the other. 
Numbers in life are always complete; computation in life, 
is always undertaken to solve a problem. Computation in 
itself is meaningless? problem solving without computa-
tional ability is fut1le. Computation makes problem 
solving possible; problems give sense to computation. 
Problems are the humanizing element in arithmetic. Un-
less problems and computation run concurrently the "spark 
is likely to disappear from arithmetic." 
Wheat22 contends that much could be said about the 
separate lines of development of computation and problem 
20 William A. Brownell, ~· ~., p. 487. 
i: 21 Harry Karstens, 
i:: ~- ~., pp. 17~-175 
~· ~., Po 339o : 22 Harry G. Wheat, 
12 
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solving and about the continued separation of the two activi-
• ties in present day arithmetic • 
• • • Our concern, however is with the way the two ac-
tivities unite, not with how they separate. When pupils 
study division or percent or any other of the ideas of 
arithmetic through the two activities in parallel~ they 
come forth from their study with a sense of the s1milari-
l· ty of the two procedures, not with a distorted notion of 
their differences. Externally, the two are different. 
Internally as thoughtful processes, the two are much the 
same. 
Reading• Much of the knowledge that a child gains in 
;; school is gained from books. Large numbers of children read 
· easily and with enjoyment, thus acquiring a basis for success-
ful school experience. Those children who have difficulty in 
reading find that much of their school work is laborious and 
disheartening. 
Reading ability is a factor related to the ability to 
, solve problems. We read of this in the Journal of Educational 
·. Research. Studies23 on the relationship between scores on 
tests or reading comprehension and problem solving yield a 
'·correlation coefficient in the neighborhood of .32. 
One of the major objectives of reading is reading for 
specific information. One of the outcomes of the objectives 
· is the ability to read and interpret quantitative data. 
" 23 P. R. Stevenson, "Difficulties in Problem Solving7 10 
:_Journal ,2!: Educational Research, 2:95-103, February, 1925. 
!i 
ii 
! ~ 
-------·--=~iF==~' 
!· 
fi It is the responsibility or the school arithmetic pro-
P ,, 
i, gram to develop the ability to read intelligently the material 
tj necessary for success in both arithmetic computation and prob-
, 
i, lem solving, for reading in arithmetic is very different from 
' ;.1 
;. 
reading in other areas. 
Of this Morton24 says: 
In the first place, arithmetic textbooks must clari-
fy meanings! develop processes and explain ideas; ••• 
Though simp ified as much as possible • • • this kind 
or reading is often very difficult for children. 
In the second place, arithmetic textbooks must con-
tain directions. • • • However simply and clearly 
directions are stated, the pupils have to puzzle them 
out before they can follow them • • • 
A third phase of the reading problem in arithmetic 
is that of learning to read and understand the neces-
sarily special vocabulary or this subject. Words which 
the child knows in other settings have difference or 
meaning when used in arithmetic. 
Again Morton25 says: 
Reading is required as a step preliminary to the 
solution of printed problemsi although it may not be 
required in solving the prob ems which occur in or-
dinary life experiences. 
The arithmetic teacher has a responsibility for 
teaching the special terms and vocabulary needed in 
arithmetic ••• The pupil's difficulty, if any, 
should not be primarily one of language. 
Treacy26 in measuring problem solving in a group or 241\. 
, seventh grade children found that •ability (in problem solving) 
24 Robert L. Morton, ~· cit., P• 566. 
!, 25 l!U&·' p. 484. 
I' 
I, 26 J. P. Treacy, •The Relationship of Reading Skills to 
i' 1fi~~~b!fbb~~~ SfM#._Pro~lems," Jo~n~l 2t __ Educational_ R~~e~rch: 
14 
1
; is definitely associated with a knowledge of vocabulary ... 
He used the combined scores of the problem test sections 
·· of the Analytical Scales of Attainment and Public School 
• Achievement Tests. Those used in one group were the 80 who 
had the highest combined scores. Those used in the other group 
. were the 80 With the lowest combined scores. The two groups 
' were then compared. Treacy found the good achievers were sig-
nificantly superior to the poor achievers in several ways, 
among which were 4 reading skills associated with vocabulary. 
Johnson2? in an article on problem solving in arithmetic 
:asserts that one of the most important reading factors in find-
ing the solution of arithmetic problems is that of specialized 
vocabulary. Just as it is necessary to develop meanings of 
nouns and verbs in basic reading, so it is necessary to teach 
with orderly and continuous development, the words peculiar to 
the field of arithmetic. A well planned development reading 
. program, through the grades, will familiarize the pupils with 
those words and with the forms of expressions common to arith-
metic problems. 
Wheat28 says of vocabulary, 
Words are vehicles of ideas. How well the ideas of 
pupils reach their successive destination depends upon 
27 J. T. Johnson, "What is Problem Solving in Arithmetic," 
School Science and Mathematics, 46:256-266, March, 1946. 
1
• 28 H. G. Wheat, Studies 1u Arithmetic. A Summary of Mas-
ter's Problems and Theses, Dealing with the Subject of Arithme-
tic. (Morgantown, West Virginia: West Va.University,1945), P• 39-
15 
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the words that are employed as vehicles of transportation. 
Karstens29 indicates that reading to produce is the 
; most essential skill to stress. The pupil should be able to 
retell the problem situation in his own words. Gradually the 
ability to distinguish essential from non-essential sentences 
or phrases is acquired, so that in the retelling the pupil 
gives only the gist of the situation. At this point, the 
method becomes obvious; the pupil selects the facts he needs 
and does the computation~ 
The training in study type reading might be grouped un-
der these headings. 
1. Varied reading for background, sentence 
structure, and comprehension. 
2. Special exercises in reading to produce. 
3. Specific training in selecting the essen-
tial elements (not necessarily the numbers) 
in a situation. 
4. When training in 2. or 3. involves the 
reading of problem material, a clear under-
standing of the problem question must pre-
cede the selection of essential elements. 
It may be noted here that the selection of needed "facts• 
comes "after• the planning of the solution. The planning comes 
29 H. Karstens, ~· £11., pp. 1?2-175. 
16 
r c===-=-- --
I' I' after the recognition or the essential phrases or sentences. 
i' The delay in the selection or the needed numbers seems parti-
:· cularly wise when we realize that one major cause or failure, 
;: as borne out in Banting's study is, "The habit or focusing the 
,lj 
I• ;. attention upon the numbers and being guided by them instead or ,, 
by the conditions or the problem." 
Beatly30 suggests that the teacher ought to roster every 
habit or inquiry, every mode of examining the data, that can 
lead the pupils to come to grips with the salient mathematical 
relations in the problem before them. 
Ellis31 reels that in the function or verbal problems 
children are not careful analytical readers. Much or their 
training in reading has encouraged them to read rapidly tor 
•- general ideas rather than to read slowly tor details. They 
must be encouraged to seek out the implications or the verbal 
statements they read when adequate understanding or the material 
' necessitates careful analysis. It is helpful for those students 
who consistently fail to note details in their reading to list 
· numerical quantities involved in a problem before attempting to 
'l 
!' 
solve ito 
-------
:. 30 Ralph Beatly "Arithmetic for a Free So~iety," The 
,·Mathematics Teacher, ~6:276-278, October, 1947. 
3l Fred Ellis, "The Function of Verbal Problems," ~ 
, Mathematics Teacher, 36:232, May, 1943. 
I 
===-=~-------- -~---------
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Stevenson32 agrees that the lack or general reading 
:ability is a serious handicap in solving arithmetic problems. 
He believes that one way to determine whether pupils read a 
.· problem intelligently is to have them attempt to solve a prob-
lem which contains numbers not essential to the solution of the 
problem. 
All writers on problem solving are not wholly in agree-
ment as to the role that reading plays in the solution or ver-
bal problems. 
Stahl33 in writing or the difficulties experienced by 
pupils in solving problems feels that while the inability to 
read the problem correctly is a cause or failure in problem 
solving, it is not a major cause. He states: 
• • • we find that they cannot surmount the hurdle of 
uncertainty concerning the steps to be taken, the 
processes to be used, their sequences, conclusions to 
be reached and proof of the solution. 
I doubt, • • • that this is due to a lack or read-
ing ability. At least, usually it is not a lack of 
word calling ability 7 but a more fundamental lack of 
understanding the situation or situations outlined in 
the problem. 
While not in any disagreement with the importance of 
reading in the arithmetic problem solving program, Johnson34 
says: 
32 Stevenson, 22• £11., P• 28. 
33 Stahl, Edgar A. "Improving Problem Solving in Arith-
1 metic," School §cience anJ Mathematics, 5'3:746, December, 195'3. 
34 Johnson, ~· £11., pp. 25'6-266. 
--- ----== 
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1! Reading is not the complete answer to difficulties 
:: in solving arithmetic problems, but experience has 
shown that teachers who make use of reading guidance 
in arithmetic utilize one of the most valuable sources 
of pupil development through reading. 
In conclusion, it was Fay35 who, in determining the 
abilities of' sixth grade pupils in certain specific reading 
1
i skills, found that when chronological and mental ages were con-
I trolled, those who were superior in reading skills had no higher 
!· 
i' achievement in arithmetic than those who were inferior. 
~ ei'tect .2l extraneous numbers 1!:1. problems lmQll. .:t!l2 
:. 
!i pupil's abili tv to solve problems. Research on the effect of 
' ii i: extraneous numbers upon the ability of' pupils to solve arith-
:: metic problems is limited. Therefore the ensuing summary must 
:· necessarily be brief. 
36 Sandford relates: 
i: Many •real life' problems contain information that is 
not needed • • • These challenge the wit and ingenuity 
of' the person who tries to solve the problem in a way 
peculiar to itself. 
i 
It is evident that textbook problems in arithmetic 
approximate real problems more closely where the parts 
necessary to a solution must be sifted out of the mass 
of apparently relevant material. The inclusion of ex-
traneous information • • • has characterized verbal 
problems from the very beginning of their history, but 
today writers are perhaps more aware of the idea ~han 
ever before. 
[i------
li 35 Leo c. Fay, "The Relationship Between Specific Read-
li ing Skills and Selected Areas of Sixth Grade Achievement," 
11 Journal ,2!: Educational Research, 43:541-54?, March, 1950. 
1 36 Vera Sandford, "Extraneous Details," Mathematics 
!Teacher, 21:83091, February, 1928. 
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11 current arithmetic textbooks widely used in this area, it was 
L li found that very little superfluous data was included in these 
I 
I 
::books. 
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Sandford continues: 
Extraneous data may be present in a number or forms. 
Among these may be listed descriptive details or name, 
place time, etc.; numerical details that seem to be 
essential, and quantitative relations stated redundantly. 
In the type of problem that contains 'extraneous de-
tail' is that of irrelevant numerical data. It is clear 
that only the weakest intellect would be misled by a 
problem concerning the sale or 6 weeks old puppies at 
so many dollars each. The only excuse for this kind of 
detail is to lend reality to a problem. • • • It has 
also been the writer's experience that these •verbal 
details' have a greater appeal to immature pupils than 
to older ones. 
Schaar37 quotes the effective aspects or problem solv-
!• ing power. or these aspects, one is the understanding or the 
i• relevance of data. This means being able to recognize facts 
" 
that are superfluous or irrelevant. When facts are encountered 
~~ in real lite, they are not always accompanied by precisely the 
!!required data, no more and no less, nor are they always tailored 
I! to suit convenient patterns or solution. 
II 8 
1
' According to Morton3 textbooks are apt to exclude prob-
lems containing extraneous numbers. ot this he states: 
I 
! :------
' ,. 
i 
(' 
31 William L. Schaaf, ~· cit., p. 496. 
38 Robert L. Morton, ~· cit., pp. 499-500. 
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Because text book problems are likely to be descrip-
tive of' idealized situations with all needed data sup-
plied and no superfluous data given1 the text book prob-
1 
lems might be easier than the actual problems of' life 
1 
'situations. SUch omissions may defeat the thoughtful 
analysis which is needed by the pupils to gain competence 
'1! in problem solving power. Therefore these conditions 
should prevail in some of the printed or written prob-
lems which are supplied to the pupils. 
I Eagle39 expresses the belief that the function of' select~ 
I ing and organizing the essential data is important in life situ~ 
I
I ations to a greater extent than in most textbook problems. In I! 
II 
1 the problems of the textbooks much of this necessary phase has 
i: 
li li already been completed. 
:, 
!, 
!I More emphasis on this aspect of mathe-:: 
I Jmatics would relate the work of the schools more closely to 
q 
I practical applications, thereby making the mathematics courses 
I more functional and probably better motivated. 1; 
" !I 
'! 
,I 
j! 
:: 
i 
! 
Thorndike40 is of' the same opinion when he writes that: 
The statement of arithmetical problems in school usual-
ly assist the pupil to the extent of ruling out all save 
definitely quantitative elements except those which 
should be considered. • • • It should not, however, 
be a universal custom; for in that case the pupils are 
tempted to think that in every problem they must use 
all the quantities given as one must use all the pieces 
in a picture puzzle. 
Durrell and Gillet41 have observed that many a problem 
!arising in everyday life out of school is likely to include 
1----
1
1 39 Edwin Eagle, "The Relationship of' Certain Reading 
1 Abilities to Success in Mathematics," Mathematics Teacher, 
:
1 
41:178, April, 1948. 
' 40 Edward Thorndike, PsYchologY of' Arithmetic. (New 
York: The MacMillan Company, l922) pp. !B8-189. 
41 Fletcher Durrell and Harr~ o. 
-~~c~am;;;~a~n~t;h~e~N~e~w~~Ra~Ar~i~t~hm~e;t;i;c~·~(F~i~f~t~h~~;;~ 
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number facts that are not necessary for its solution. The 
problems require the pupils to select the number facts that ,j 
are involved in answering the question and to disregard all 
other numbers. (Such numbers are often referred to as super-
!J 
fluous, or extraneous data.) ·1 
ii 
42 !I Stokes reported that the underlying skills in problem 1 i 
I I solving are to grasp the idea of the problem, then to differen-:1 
1 tiate and discriminate to find the parts that belong to the , 
I situation, and finally to compute the problem. Concerning .i 
i/ this, he states, "We must certainly say that there are concepts.il 
Jl worthy of special emphasis in each of' the categories defined, 'I 
i namely (1) the general grasp of a problem situation, (2) the , 
I differentiation of elements involved in the problem and (3) the:! 
. ! 
i unification of usuable elements into a solution. 11 
! In a study made by Cruickshank43 he noted that the 
I presence of' extraneous materials in problems caused a great 
deal of confusion both to normal and mentally retarded boys, 
although the mentally retarded were more influenced by it. 
Mentally retarded boys could not differentiate between 
pertinent and unnecessary facts. The normal boys did better 
42 c. Newton Stokes, Teachinfn the Meaning of ~i thmetic .': (New York: Appleton-Century Crofts C":; 1951J p.l9 !i 
:! 
43 William Cruickshank "Arithmetic of Mentally Retarded
1i 
Children; Ability to Differenhate Extraneous Materials from ;: 
Needed Facts, 11 Journal 5J1 F4ucational Research, 42:161-170, ,; 
November, 19li-8. 
!! 
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; than the retarded in working out the problems free of super-
i 
jfluous material. 
I While there is agreement among certain writers concern-
1i ing the inclusion of extraneous numbers in arithmetic problems 
l1 as being a cause of difficulty or confusion to the pupil, other 
!i 
li writers do 
l; 
not place as much importance on this factor. 
example, Clark-and Ead44 in listing guideposts to For 
! help the teacher find out which children or groups of children 
I, are ready to solve certain problems make the following state-
ii 
" I! ment: "They are not distracted by extraneous data." 
!' Durrell and Gillett45 are in accord with this when they 
I· state: 
I 
When confronted with such elements in real life, 
children are likely to choose the pertinent numbers 
without much difficulty. 
Young and Gunborg Berglund-Gray46 observe: 
Studies of the various elements in the statement of 
arithmetic problems, which effect the difficulty of 
solution have been comparatively few and recent. Most 
of the studies in arithmetic have concerned such prob-
lems as methods of teaching the fundamental processes, 
transfer from taught to untaught material, diagnosis and 
remedial procedures for pupils of various classifications,. 
the relation of reading to arithmetical progress, motiva-
tion and arithmetical progress. Even test makers and text-. 
book writers have largely ignored the effect Which the 
statement of a problem may have on the difficulty of 
solution. 
'1------
" 1 44 John R. Clark and Laura K. Ead, Guiding Arithmetic 
n Learning, (New York: World Book co., 1951+) p. 280. 
I' 
'' 45 Durrell and Gillett, .22• ill•, p. 63. . 
, 46 Robert c. Young and Gunborg Bergland-Gray, "The Effec~ jof Process Sequence on the Interpretation of Two-Step Problems ' 
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SUMMARY 
For generations a major objective of the school arith-
!, metic program has been to teach pupils to solve problems in 
II i: arithmetic .. 
,I 
! Problem solving should teach the pupil to think criti-
!· 
i' cally and to apply arithmetic to situations such as life may 
;: 
offer, in useful and reasonable ways. 
Arithmetic is more than the tool subject it was once 
considered. It is more than an ability to compute skillfully. 
Computational skills are important but they are not an end in 
themselves. They are but the means to an end. Without the 
understanding of when and how to use computations, the ability 
' to do so is an empty accomplishment .. 
Certain factors enter into the ability of pupils to 
I 
i! solve quantitative problems. Among these is the factor of in-
;· telligence. While many writers agree that intelligence is a 
li major factor in solving problems, all are not in complete 
,, 
ti agreement .. 
I' ,. 
i; Other mental factors associated with success in problem 
I 
solving are: general reasoning ability, noting likenesses and 
i: differences, analogies, delayed memory span, immediate memory 
I· 
11 span, spacial imagery, spacial relationship and imagery. 
In a study made by Walker on the intercorrelation be-
li tween Arithmetic Abilities and General Intelligence, it was 
i: 
------ ~"'"4"<==~ 
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found that between the I.Q. and aspects of problem solving 
the range is from the lowest in computation to the highest in 
!:vocabulary. It may be concluded that arithmetic is not a gener• 
il al ability and that arithmetic instruction must provide for the 
. development of all desirable outcomes lest over-emphasis on any 
one limit the development of others satisfactorily. 
Reading. Reading ability is a factor related to the 
ability to solve problems. It is a responsibility of the 
school to develop that ability not only for other subjects, 
· but for arithmetic as well,--for reading in arithmetic is very 
· different from reading in other areas. The pupil's difficulty 
in problem solving, if any, should not be one of language. A 
" I. planned developmental reading program will familiarize the 
student with the vocabulary and forms of expression that are 
common to arithmetic problems. 
L 
There is some disagreement as to the importance of the 
' : role played by reading in problem solving. Fay found that 
those who were superior in reading skills had no higher achieve• 
ment in arithmetic than those who were inferior. 
Reading, we may assume, is not the complete answer to 
i difficulties in solving arithmetic problems, but experience has 
I 
j shown that teachers who make use of reading guidance in arith-
l, metic utilize one of the most valuable sources of pupil develop• 
!: 
1! 
i: ment. 
I• 
! 
I' 
! 
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In conclusion we find that difficulties in problem solv-
! ing may involve such factors as reading disability, inadequate 
f! mastery of computational skill, lack of understanding of the 
1 process, lack of mentality and ignorance of quantitative rela-
tionships. 
Extraneous numbers. It is agreed by most teachers as 
well as writers in the field of arithmetic that a large percen-
tage of school children of all grade levels experience diffi-
culties in the area of problem solving in arithmetic. 
Among a number of factors which were thought might pos-
. sibly contribute to this recognized difficulty was the factor 
of extraneous numbers. 
Problems in life rarely come neatly packaged to exclude 
any material which might prove to be confusing or distracting. 
Since pupils will be called upon to solve problems as they 
, arise, they must be ready to discriminate, interpret and solve 
i problems which may contain superfluous data. For this reason 
I 
, no attempt should be made to eliminate extraneous numerical 
i data from problems when it arises in a natural way. 
I 
r 
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CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF PROCEDURE 
A testing program was included in this study tor the 
' purpose ot evaluating the effectiveness ot systematic instruc-
i· 
tion on problems containing extraneous numerical data. 
To achieve this aim the procedure summarized below was 
. followed. 
P'£oceciure• Intelligent quotients were derived trom the 
otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Beta Test Form A. 
A Pre-test ot 20 problems, 15 ot which contained super-
•· tluous numerical material, was constructed on a titth grade 
level. These were based on the tour fundamental processes 
with Whole numbers, and with tractions limited to 1/2, 113, and 
1/1+. One and two step computations were required tor the solu-
tion. The time allotment was twenty minutes. 
The following problems illustrate the type used: 
1. The titth grade pupils in Miss Fay's room made 
30 bowls in the ceramic class. At the school 
tair they sold 19 at $.25 each. How much 
money did they receive? 
2. Edith received $10.00 tor her birthday. She 
bought 3 tennis balls at $.50 each and a racket 
tor $6.00. How much did she spend? 
-- ~ ___ _:::_:_o:__.__- ____ • --.. ___ _ 
SUbsequent to the administration of the Pre-test, ex-
perimental and control groups were selected. The experimental 
· was comprised of one class from each of the fifth, sixth, and 
:: 
:: seventh grades. These children received systematic instruc-
•· tion in interpreting and solving problems, containing irrele-
i' vant data three forty-five minute periods each week, for a 
: duration of three weeks. Two classes from the fifth and 
· seventh grades and one class from grade six served as a control 
· group. These pupils worked with the same problems, over the 
same period of time entirely dependent on their own resources 
, for selection of "relevant number• and solution to the problem. 
Mimeographed copies or practice problems were distributed to 
each group on the days designated for this study. These were 
analyzed and computed by the experimental group during the 
planned instructional period, and assigned to the control group 
· as a written arithmetic lesson. At the termination of this 
' three week period an End-test was administered to both groups. 
The format for both Pre-test and End-test was approxi-
•· matelyo the same. Each contained three typed pages. At the 
' top of page one space was designated for pupil identification. 
Corresponding directions were listed. The problems were ar-
ranged in two columns. Test II was similar to Test I with the 
following exceptions: a change in the sequence of the prob-
lems and a rearrangement of the fractional parts used in the 
earlier test. Adequate space was provided for computing below 
28 
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each problem, at the right of which was a line labelled ANS._ 
Administration~~ tests. Three fifth grade classes 
• totalling 82 pupils, two sixth grade classes totalling 77 
:, pupils and three seventh grade classes totalling 85 pupils 
' from two grammar schools, in different sections of lawrence, 
Massachusetts, participated in the testing program. 
The Pre-test was given to both groups on the same day 
and at the same time. Three weeks later the End-test was pre-
sented under the same circtllllstances. 
The directions were read by the teacher and pupils to-
gether. Attention was not focussed on the extra numbers in 
! the problems. The children were told that they would have 
twenty minutes to complete the twenty problems. 
Scoring ~ !h! tests. Following the administration of 
each test a frequency distribution based on the number of cor-
, rect responses was plotted. The highest possible score was 20. 
' From these, the mean and standard deviation of each group, in 
each grade, was derived. 
A similar table representing the gains and losses be-
tween Test I and II was outlined, and the mean and standard 
deviation established. The difference between the mean score 
of Test I and Test II equalled the mean score obtained from 
the gains and losses. 
- ---- ___ :;,.__:....__;..;..-.-=___:__· __ 
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Prior to estimating the plus and minus scores the order 
i 
: of the problems in Test II was rearranged to correspond to the 
-numerical sequence of Test I. 
;; 
' 
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CHAPTER IV 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
Included in this chapter are the statistics compiled 
•· :t'rom our study o:t' pupil achievement in Grades 5, 6 and 7 on 
arithmetic problems containing extraneous numerical data. 
A brie:t' explanation precedes each table. 
Tables I, II and III show the distribution o:t' intelli-
gence quotients :t'or the pupils involved in this study in Grades 
5, 6 and 7. Because three grades participated a table was con-
structed :t'or each grade, and was labelled Table I :t'or Grade 5, 
Table II :t'or Grade 6, and Table III :t'or Grade 7. The distri-
bution o:t' I.Q. 1s :t'or both experimental and control groups was 
listed. These scores are the results o:t' the Otis Quick Scoring 
Mental Ability Beta Test, Form A and were arranged in intervals 
o:t' :t'ive to include :t'rom the highest to the lowest in each 
grade. The frequency or the number o:t' cases in each interval 
is tabulated in the second column to the right o:t' the I.Q.'s. 
~~ ~ =~=~ =c~-"'-'~=~~=~ =-·--=~ =·· .. :~....::c::; _ _;__:.._::;..:_.:;.:. _____ ..:.. ___ ... - _:___:.. •. ; ···~ . .:::...-.~·-··- -·· 
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Interval 
130 - 13lt 
125' - 129 
120 - 12lt 
115'- 119 
110 - 11lt 
105' - 109 
100- 1~ 
95'- 99 
90 - 9lt 
a;- 89 
80 - 8lt 
75- 79 
70 - 7lt 
6;- 69 
60 - 6lt 
TABLE I 
GRADE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
Frequency Frequency 
Experimental Group Control Group 
0 2 
0 0 
0 3 
2 1 
1 It 
It 6 
; 8 
11 10 
1 ; 
2 8 
1 2 
2 2 
0 1 
0 0 
0 1 
Number 29 Number 53 
Mean 98.21 Mean 98.9lt 
S.D. 9.2; S.D. 13.58 
32 
Interval 
135 - 139 
130 - 134 
125 - 129 
120 - 12'+ 
115- 119 
110 - 11'+ 
105 - 109 
100 - ld+ 
95- 99 
90 - 9'+ 
85- 89 
80 - 8'+ 
75- 79 
70 - 7'+ 
65- 69 
" 
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TABLE II 
GRADE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUQriENTS 
Frequency Frequency 
Experimental Group control Group 
1 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 1 
5 1 
10 9 
3 4 
6 10 
5 3 
'+ 3 
3 3 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
Number 39 Number 38 
Mean 10+.8'+ Mean 103.21 
S.D. 11.89 S.D. 12.07 
33 
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Interval 
120 - 124 
115'- 119 
110- 114 
105' - 109 
100 - 104 
95'- 99 
90 - 94 
a; - 89 
80 - 84 
75' - 79 
70 - 74 
6;- 69 
60- 64 
;; - 5'9 
. ... : ·- .. ·~-L---
TABLE III 
GRADE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
Frequency Frequency 
Experimental Group Control Group 
0 1 
0 0 
1 ; 
4 7 
2 11 
2 6 
; 9 
; 6 
6 2 
; 3 
1 0 
2 1 
0 0 
0 1 
Number 33 Number 5'2 
Mean 89.03 Mean 95'.83 
S.D. 13.82 S.D • 11.97 
" ' 
Table IV presents the mean I.Q. 1s and the standard de-
viation for each group in Grades 5', 6 and 7. 
TABLE IV 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF INTELLIGENCE QUCYriENTS 
GRADES 5'-6-7 
Mean standard Deviation 
Grade Experimental Control Experimental Control 
5' 98.21 98.94 9.25' 13. 5'8 
6 lo4.81+ 103.21 11.89 12.07 
7 89.03 95'.83 13.82 11.97 
Table V represents the results of' the Pre-test and End-
test for the 29 pupils in the experimental group and the 5'3 
'pupils in the control group in Grade ;. 
Table VI represents the results of' the Pre-test and End-
test for the 39 pupils in the experimental group and the 38 
pupils in the control group in Grade 6. 
Table VII represents the results in the Pre-test and End-
test for the 33 pupils in the experimental group and the 5'2 
pupils in the control group in Grade 7. 
One score which was the number correct was listed for 
each group for each test. The highest score to be attained 
was 20. These have been arranged from the highest to the low-
est to show the number of correct responses. 
35' 
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Score 
20 
i~ 
17 
16 
i~ 
13 
12 
lJ. 
10 
~ 
~ 
~ 
3 
2 
1 
0 
TABLE V 
GRADE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES 
Frequenc:v Frequenc:v 
Experimental Group Control Group 
Pre-test End-test Pre-test End-test 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 2 
0 3 0 2 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 3 
1 1 1 2 
2 2 1 ~ 0 1 ~ 1 2 4 
2 2 3 ~ 1 0 2 
2 1 2 2 
2 6 6 4 
~ 3 ~ 9 3 3 
7 3 6 2 
2 0 ll 0 
Num.ber 29 Number 29 NUmber 53 Num.ber 53 
Mean 3.59 Mean 6.66 Mean 3.73 Mean 7.45 
S.D. 3.07 S.D. 4.85 S.D. 3.31 s.n. 4.50 
36 
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Score 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
i~ 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
~ 
3 
2 
1 
0 
... -----=-=---·-
TABLE VI 
GRADE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES 
Frequency 
Experimental Group 
Frequency 
Control Group 
Pre-test End-test Pre-test End-test 
4 13 3 4 10 1 5 
4 2 2 ~ 4 4 1 
1 2 4 4 
4 2 0 l 
1 0 0 2 
3 1 3 2 
3 0 5 2 
1 2 5 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 
1 1 3 0 
1 0 0 1 
2 0 3 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 
1 0 0 1 
0 o· 2 0 
1 0 3 1 
0 0 1 1 
Number 39 Number 39 Number 38 Number 38 
Mean 14.~ Mean 17.13 Mean 10.74 Mean 14.24 
S.D. 5.24 S.D. 4.07 S.D. 5.90 5.49 
- .. . . . - . 
--------- ----·-
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Score 
20 
19 
18 
17 
~6 
i~ 
13 
12 
ll 
10 
§ 
~ 
~ 
3 
2 
1 
0 
TABLE VII 
GRADE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF TEST SCORES 
Frequency Frequency 
Experimental Group Control Group 
Pre-test End-test Pre-test End-test 
0 3 3 4 3 2 l 
0 l l 5' 
l 3 4 9 
l l 1 3 
0 ~ 2 3 0 ~ 2 3 0 5' 
2 2 2 0 
l 0 ~ 3 3 4 l 
2 l. 3 2 
l. l. 2 l. 
1 l. 2 l. 
4 2 2 l 
2 0 2 2 
2 l. 2 l 
2 2 0 l 
3 0 3 0 
l. 0 1 0 
1 l. l l 
Number 33 Number 33 Number 5'2 NUmber 5'2 
Mean 8.5'5' Mean 12.37 Mean 10.88 Mean 14.5'2 
S.D. 5'.40 S.D. 5'.42 s.D. 5.25' S.D. 4.92 
--- ---=='===== -~=------ -- ---------== 
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Table VIII includes the mean and corresponding standard 
"deviations of the Pre-test, referred to as Test I, and the End-
test, referred to as Test II, for both the experimental and 
· control groups in Grades 5, 6 and 7. 
TABLE VIII 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF PRE-TEST AND END-TEST 
GRADES 5-6-7 
Mean Standard Deviation 
Grade Experimental Control Experimental Control 
Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test 
I II I II I II I II 
5 3.58 6.66 3.74 7o45 3.10 4.85 3o31 4.50 
6 14.~ 17.13 10.74 14.24 5.24 4.07 5.90 5.49 
7 8.55 12.37 10.88 14.52 5.40 5.42 5.25 4.92 
Table IX shows the distribution of Gains and Losses be-
tween the Pre-test and End-test for both the experimental and 
control groups in Grade 5. The distribution of differences 
· range fran ,QO to -2. 
Table X lists the distribution ot Gains and Losses be-
. tween the Pre-test and End-test tor both groups in Grade 6. 
, The distribution ranged trcm ,Ql to -2. 
Table XI gives the distribution of Gains and Losses be-
tween the Pre-test and End-test tor both groups in Grade 7. 
The distribution ranged trom .,lll to -4. 
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TABLE IX 
GRADE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS AND LOSSES BETWEEN TEST I AND TEST II 
Dti'terence 
Frequency 
Experimental Control 
10 0 2 
9 2 2 
8 2 4 
7 1 2 
6 ; 4 
; 0 3 
4 1 8 
3 2 9 
2 4 ; 
1 ; 9 
0 4 2 
-1 1 2 
-2 2 1 
Number 29 Number 53 
Mean 3.07 Mean 3.73 
S.D. 3.28 S.D. 3.08 
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TABLE X 
GRADE 6 
DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS AND LOSSES BETWEEN TEST I AND TEST II 
Frequenc:r 
Difference Experimental Control 
ll l 0 
10 0 l 
9 0 1 
8 3 3 
7 1 It 
6 0 2 
5 5 3 
It l It 
3 It 3 
2 7 5 
1 5 5 
0 11 3 
-1 1 3 
-2 0 l 
Number 39 Number 38 
Mean 2.59 Mean 3.50 
S.D. 2.82 S.D. 3.20 
ltl 
TABLE XI 
GRADE 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF GAINS AND LOSSES BETWEEN TEST I AND TEST II 
Dif'f'erence 
Frequenc:v 
Experimental Control 
11 1 0 
10 3 0 
9 0 1 
8 1 2 
7 0 1 
6 4 4 
' ' 
6 
4 4 17 
3 
' 
9 
2 1 2 
1 3 3 
0 3 4 
-1 1 0 
-2 0 0 
-3 1 3 
-4 1 0 
Number 33 Number 52 
Mean 3.82 Mean 3.64 
S.D. 3. 51l- S.D. 3.74 
====== =-===.c=:--==-~ -- --
Table XII illustrates the mean and corresponding standard 
deviations or the gains and losses between the Pre-test and End-
• test for the experimental and control groups in Grades 5', 6 and 
7. 
TABLE XII 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GAINS AND LOSSES 
GRADES 5'-6-7 
Mean Standard Deviation 
Grade Experimental Control Experimental Control 
5' 3.08 3.72 3.28 3.08 
6 2.5'9 3.5'0 2.82 3.20 
7 3.82 3.62 3.511- 3.74 
Tables XIII through XVIII present a specific analysis or 
. the comparative results or the Pre-test and End-test by groups 
and grades. The only problems considered here were those con-
• taining superfluous numbers. Each one is tabulated to record 
the number or children who attempted it, the number who wrote 
the correct or incorrect answer, and the number or children who 
omitted it. The column or incorrect answers is sub-divided to 
determine the factor responsible for error. 
Table XIII may be explained by reading every second 
column from left to right. In the Pre-test the first problem 
__ was attempted by 12 fifth graders out or 29, and 6 had it cor-
rect. The 6 wrong answers show that 1 child used the extra 
number, and 5' interpreted the problem correctly but erred in 
computation. Seventeen omitted it. 
Failure to attempt a problem, especially in Test I was 
attributed to the unfamiliar situation created by the inclusion 
of irrelevant numerical data. 
Whatever gain was accomplished in the power to solve 
problems, and to discriminate between extraneous material and 
necessary facts, is depicted in these statistics. 
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TABLE XIV 
II I 
PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
CONTROL GROUP - GRADE ~ 
I 
I' II 
I' 
Attempted Correct Incorrect Jhitted II li Used Wrong li 
I . Extraneous Computation !! 
1
Problems Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End-
' 
test test test test test test test test test test 
1: 
I' 
, 
~~ 44 14 8 6 I 1: 1 27 11 12 19 § I 2 4~ 29 i~ 14 10 2 8 8 ! II ~ ~~ ~§ 10 24 12 4 ~ 1~ 18 II 37 34 3 2 6 13 7 4 ·' I' li ,, g 44 48 17 24 11 4 16 20 9 § ~6 4~ 4 16 11 9 19 20 19 I! I 7 37 4 11 27 21 9 ~ 13 16 II 
I' 8 28 32 7 10 ~ 0 16 22 2~ 21 ,, 
12 26 29 19 22 1 3 6 4 27 24 !,\ 1: 
14 19 23 16 20 1 2 2 1 ~4 30 16 10 3~ ~ 21 ~ ~ 0 ' 20 •i 4~ " i~ 8 2 22 2 4 10 15' ·' 6 ~1 4 29 1 4 1 8 47 12 'I 
19 4 32 3 2~ 1 0 0 7 49 21 li 
20 4 27 0 10 1 11 3 6 49 26 " H II 
I' ,, 
Totals 386 ~~8 171 316 11~ 102 100 140 409 237 :; i! 
i; 
it 
ii II 
!I 
II 
\! + 
i: 0\ ,, 
I[ 
II 
) ) I: 
II 
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I TABLE XV 'I 
1: PROBLEM ANALYSIS I ! EXPERIMENTAL GROUP - GRADE 6 II 
I 
!I 
I! 
I 
II ,, 
Attempted Correct Incorrect Qnitted II I Used Wrong 
I, Problems 
Extraneous Computation ., 
Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- il H test test test test test test test test test test ,. 
I. !: 
L II 
I, 1: 
I· 1 35' ~b 31 34 3 2 1 1 4 2 i I 2 37 31 34 3 0 3 4 2 1 I ~ 36 39 31 32 5' 6 0 1 3 0 38 39 36 35' 1 2 1 2 1 0 I 
l 38 39 31 32 2 0 5' ~ 1 0 ,I 36 39 25' 33 6 0 5' ~ 0 ~ 35' 38 29 ~~ 3 4 3 1 1 ii 38 39 28 3 2 7 3 1 0 i ~ ,, 
12 36 35 31 35' 2 0 3 0 3 4 14 37 35' 34 ~~ 2 0 1 0 2 4 I :· 16 29 37 25' 3 2 1 1 10 2 ,, 
17 33 38 28 31 3 2 2 5' 6 1 ! I' 18 32 38 27 36 3 0 2 2 7 1 i! 19 26 38 25' 31 0 1 1 6 13 1 ,I ,, 
20 23 36 21 35' 1 0 1 1 16 3 ii 
: I I ; ~ I 
I Totals 5'09 5'65' 433 5o4 40 21 36 40 76 20 'I L 
j !: 
j II I 
I' I! 
II 
I! 
•I 
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TABLE XVI 
PROBLEM ANALYSIS 
CONTROL GROUP - GRADE 6 
Attempted Correct Incorrect 
Used Wrong 
Extraneous Computation 
Problems Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End-
test test test test test test test test 
1 38 38 28 35 7 1 3 2 2 38 38 29 30 8 i 1 g ~ 34 3~ 17 25 11 6 37 ~i 35 ~ 1 1 2 38 g ~l ~8 30 2 ~ 6 23 28 9 3 7 
~ 35 37 17 18 12 9 6 10 30 36 16 22 9 5 g 9 12 30 32 22 29 2 0 3 14 31 32 24 30 4 1 3 1 16 22 33 19 24 2 4 1 5 
i~ ~' ~g 18 27 5 3 2 5 21 30 1 1 2 5 ' 19 19 33 18 31 1 0 0 2 I 20 16 31 11 19 1 5 4 7 I, 
' ! 
!Totals 452 532 322 413 79 44 51 75 
' 
) 
Qrdtted 
Pre- End-
test test 
0 0 
0 0 
4 1 
1 0 
1 0 
2 0 
~ 1 2 
8 6 
7 6 16 5 
i~ 3 2 
19 5 22 7 
118 38 
' 
:i 
I 
u 
' II 
!I 
II 
.I 
li 
I 
I! 
' H 
i' 
i! 
li 
I! 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
+ 
CD 
) ') li 
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I: TABLE XVII I! 
I' I i' PROBLEM ANALYSIS I! 
: II 
t. EXPERIMENTAL GROUP - GRADE 7 P 
I ' :, il 
I I! 
Attempted C:orrect Incorrect On1t1ted II, 
Used Wrong ir 
Extraneous Computation " 
1 Problems Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- ' 
1 test test test test test test test test test test 
I I' ' I 
! 1 29 32 18 28 7 3 4 1 4 1 't• 
I 2 30 32 22 25 6 1 2 6 3 1 ! 
'!' 3 25 28 11 14 14 9 0 5 8 5 
', If. 32 33 28 27 1 2 3 4 1 0 
• 5 29 31 18 21 2 4 9 6 4 2 I 6 29 33 15 18 4 2 10 13 4 o 
i 7 25 32 7 18 18 12 0 2 8 1 
l 8 25 29 14 20 2 1 9 8 8 4 i: 
1 12 26 26 21 21 1 0 4 5 7 7 \ 
14 24 25 15 20 3 2 6 3 9 8 'I 
I 16 11 28 5 16 6 9 0 3 22 5 i! 
I 17 14 32 9 20 4 5 1 7 19 1 1 
I 18 16 32 10 26 2 2 4 4 17 1 i: 
19 17 28 13 22 1 1 3 5 16 5 ',1· 
20 12 29 7 18 5 10 0 1 21 4 !, 
I' 
:! ,, 
I Totals 344 450 213 314 76 63 55 73 15'1 45 it 
,, 
' ' 
' I! 
li 
I' -~'"' !: \.0 
ii 
II 
I· 
) ) ! i' 
,. 
),' 
.I 
i! 
i! 
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.) TABLE XVIII I 
!j PROBLEM ANALYSIS .. li 
" CONTROL GROUP - GRADE 7 ·I ,, 
! •' 
'I II 
Attempted Correct Incorrect Qnitted ·: 
Used Wrong 
Extraneous Computation 
:Problems Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End- Pre- End-
test test test test test test test test test test 
! ., 
.•I 1 49 51 32 47 1 2 16 2 a 1 ,, 2 48 50 38 47 8 2 2 1 2 !I 
'I 
., 
a 47 51 a~ a~ 15 15 1 3 5 1 I' il 49 52 5 1 4 ~ a 0 I! l 48 49 34 40 1 1 13 3 45' 52 21 35 5 1 19 16 7 0 I• 
~ 47 49 23 29 23 10 1 10 5 a i '· 43 48 ag 38 1 2 12 8 9 " 12 43 41 38 1 0 2 3 9 11 14 40 a~ 32 ~~ 2 2 6 0 12 16 :I 16 29 21 6 4 2 0 23 6 
17 32 47 17 ~~ 2 3 13 ~ 20 5 !( 18 30 47 25 0 1 5 22 5 :i 
19 25 43 25 41 0 0 0 2 27 9 :i 
20 22 39 14 26 8 11 0 2 30 13 I !1 
' 4~3 579 Totals '597 701 78 
" 
96 67 183 79 
i 
!i 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AJID CONCLUSIONS 
Purpose ,gL ~ stud:v. The present study was designed 
'to determine to what extent the inclusion of extraneous numeri-
.cal data in arithmetic problems affects the ability of pupils 
to solve problems containing such data. 
SpmmarY ~ conclusions. As explained in Chapter III, 
244 testees were used in this study. They were representative 
of two different sections of an industrial city. No attempt 
was made to equate the groups. The writers were cognizant or 
the fact there might be a wide range of I.Q. 's. Actually the 
.I.Q. ranged from a low mean or 89 to a high mean or 105. A 
pre-test was given to all pupils in the experiment. This was 
followed by a three week period of (1) directed study and/or 
(2) practice. An end-test followed. A comparative study or 
• the pupils' gains in achievement was analyzed. 
Sgmmar:v ~ results. In the Fifth Grade the experimental 
• group, which had been trained in the techniques of recognizing 
and using correctly superfluous data, showed a mean gain ot 
'3.08. The control group, which utilized the entire period to 
• solving problems from the practice sheets, without specific 
instructions, showed a mean gain of 3.72. It will be noted 
Boston University 
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that there was a slight gain in the performance of the control 
'< group over the experimental group in Grade 5. Two reasonable 
I 
,, factors which might be the cause of this are: (1) the con-
sistently poor arithmetic performance of some of the pupils in 
, the experimental group; (2) a shifting population, wherein 1/5 
I 
:of this group left in the first four months of school. These 
, were replaced intermittently by new pupils to equate the Fifth 
li 
Grade enrollment of the school. 
The Sixth Grade following the same procedure as Grade 5 
showed a mean gain of 2.59 in the experimental group and a mean 
gain of 3.50 in the control group. The reason for the 2.59 
gain in the experimental group was due to superior performance 
•· in the pre-test. There was less opportunity for improving 
their achievement. 
The Grade Seven experimental group in which the normal 
, curve of distribution was skewed toward the lower range, re-
.· vealed a mean gain of 3.82. The mean gain of the control group'· 
.was 3.64. 
It will be noted that the gain in the end-test over the 
:pre-test was quite constant for all grades. 
Conclusions. Previous to initiating the experiment re-
.· corded in this thesis, its writers examined carefully a number 
of arithmetic textbooks in which the greater emphasis was 
placed on the problem solving area. It was found that some 
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texts contained one or two problems which included irrelevant 
data. A few books included a page of such problems,--calling 
attention to the superfluous material at the top of the page. 
It was the intention of these writers to investigate 
one factor or the many which are the occasion or pupil diffi-
culty in solving problems. Although little has been written 
on the subject or extraneous (numerical) data in comparison 
with the greater amount which has been written on such phases 
· as computation - reading - reasoning and vocabulary, the afore-
' mentioned factor was chosen to inquire if it had any signifi-
cant bearing on success in problem solving. 
As a result of this study it was decided that extraneous 
. numbers created little real difficulty for pupils under normal 
conditions. 
The following factors had much greater significance. 
a. Lack of mental ability 
b. Lack of computational skills 
c. Lack of specialized reading ability and 
arithmetic vocabulary 
d.. Lack of adequate though controlled time 
in pre-test and end-test. 
It is safe to assume that pupils should be given oppor-
,, tunity to solve many problems that are carefully selected and 
which include not only textbook problems but originals as well. 
under such a program the ability to do quantitative 
·.thinking will be developed,--not only within the classroom, 
but in those situations which may arise outside the classroom 
''for which arithmetic may have import. 
Implications. From this experiment these implications 
were made: 
(1) Too much emphasis on one particular phase of 
problem-solving may appear to lessen achieve-
ment in that particular area, especially at 
lower grade level. 
(2) It was the general opinion that extraneous 
numbers in arithmetic problems did not offer 
as much difficulty in selecting the pertinent 
• data as was expected. 
(3) Descriptive extraneous numerical data was 
easier to recognize than other types of 
extraneous numerical data. 
(4) Computational errors were as much in evidence 
as extraneous number errors. 
(5) Repeated practice in arithmetic problems con-
taining extraneous numbers was as beneficial as 
was the directed study. 
Limitations and suggestions for further studY. The fol-
lowing suggestions resulted from this study. 
1. Select pupils matched in each group. They would 
be equated for intelligence, mental age and 
arithmetic achievement. 
2. Instead of using the same tests for grades 5, 6 
and 7 as was done in this study, an arithmetic 
achievement test which would be validated 
statistically would be used to measure pupil 
performance grade by grade. 
3. Possibly a longer, more detailed procedure of 
instruction could be set up in grades 3-4-5-6-7-8 
in one school with a pre-test and end-test pro-
cedure that would be statistically reliable. 
4. A similar study might be made where no time limit 
would be established for the tests. Certain chil-
dren who work slowly but deliberately are often 
penalized when forced to work at a faster rate 
than is compatible to their reaction time. 
5. A study might be conducted later in the school 
year. 
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1 PRE-TE§T 
! 
I NAME GRADE_ROOM_DATE\.-_____ _ 
,. DIRECTIONS: This is a test to see how well you do problems. 
i You are to work the problems in the space pro-
vided below each problem. Write your answer on 
the line so marked. Read each problem carefUlly, 
before you begin your work. 
l.During the school year the 
Glee Club or 95 members paid 
$88 into the treasury. In 
June they voted to give t 
of it to the School Curtain 
Fund. How much was left for 
another year? 
Ans. ____ _ 
i 2.Tom set out 3 dozen tomato 
· plants in a plot 15 1 long 
and 12' wide. If 7 plants 
died, how many lived? 
Ans •. ____ _ 
3.You spend 180 days out of 
365 days in school, usually. 
Counting 5 days as a school 
week, how many weeks do you 
attend school? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4.Find the cost or 2 pairs of 
sneakers, size 4t, at $2.29 
a pair. 
Ans •. ____ _ 
5.How much change will you get 
from $5.00 after buying 6 
place mats, each 121• by 18tt 
at $.65 each? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6.Louis raised 150 chickens. 
How much did he receive for 
75 chicks at $.75 each? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7 .Dan bought 30 bunches of 
onions for $.75 and sold 
them for $1.60. How much 
did he make? 
Ans •. ____ _ 
8.There are 5 yards or woolen 
cloth in a remnant. At 
$1.20 a yard, how much will 
3t yards cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
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9.Joe and his sister were 
given $100 for Christmas. 
They both wanted bicycles 
costing $49.90 each. They 
wondered if they bad enough 
money. Did they need more 
money, or did they have any 
money left? Label your answer 
with either of these two 
words-"needed1' or ttleft". 
Ans. ____ _ 
lO.A turtle weighed t of a ton. 
How many pounds is this? 
Ans. ____ _ 
ll.Gasoline costs $.32 a gal-
lon. How much will 5t gal-
lons cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
l2.What will be the cost of 4 
pieces of chain, each 42,. 
long, at $1.19 each? 
Ans. ____ _ 
13.Central High School played 
22 football games this 
season. They won 12 games 
and tied 2. How many games 
did they lose? 
Ans. ____ _ 
14.In our school there are 450 
pupils. There are 98 in the 
7th. grade; 91 in the 5th. 
grade; and 102 in the 6th. 
grade. How many students are 
there in these 3 grades. 
Ans. ____ _ 
15.A piano was sold for $775. 
How many months would it 
take to pay for it at $25 a 
month? 
Ans. ____ _ 
16.Jill read that color T.V.sets 
cost $580. The black and 
white set which her rather 
bought cost $300. If he were 
to pay tor it in 3 months, 
how much should he pay a 
month? 
Ans. ____ _ 
17.Mr. Jones bought a case of 
eggs, which contained 144 
eggs. He found 2 dozen 
broken. At $.05 each, what 
was the cost or the oroken 
eggs? 
Ans. ____ _ 
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18. James received $6.50 ror his 
birthday. He spend $3.25 for 
a bat and ball. Later he 
bought a glove for $2.25. 
How much did he spend for 
baseball equipment? 
Ans. ____ _ 
19. What will be the cost of a 
pair of shoe skates - size 
5t which cost $11.252 and 
a pair or heavy skat1ng 
socks which cost $.79 a 
pair? 
Ans. ____ _ 
20. Jack bought 12 bunches of 
carrots for $.90 and sold 
them for $1.50. How much 
did he make on the sale? 
Ans. ____ _ 
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PRACTICE SHEET 
NAME·----------------------------~DATE. ______________ __ 
1. Edith received $10.00 for 
her birthday. She bought 3 
tennis balls at $.50 each, 
and a racket for $6.oo. How 
much did she spend? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. Six (6) boys went picking 
blueberries. 4 of the boys 
sold theirs for $3.60. How 
much money did each boy 
receive? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. Rubber balls sell for $.25. 
At a sale, they were marked 
down to $.19. How much would 
7 balls cost at the sale? 
Ans. ____ _ 
'4. Bill and his family went 
on a 600 mile automobile 
. trip. The first 6 hours 
· they covered 234 miles. How 
many miles was that an hour? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. A boy works 6 days a week. 
If he earns $4.00 each day, how 
much will he earn if he only 
works 5 days? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. There are 4 children in 
Mary's family. Each child re-
ceives $.50 a week. They give 
$.10 for church; and save $.10 
in the school bank. How much 
does each child have to spend? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. John weighs 95 pounds. This 
is twice as much as his 5 year 
brother weighs. How many 
pounds does his brother weigh? 
Ans. ____ _ 
8. Mr. Dowd was born in 1919. 
His son, John, was born in 
1945. Bill was born in 1955. 
How many years older is John 
than Bill? 
Ans •. ____ _ 
--------------- ---·-·-- -- ----·---
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9. Kenneth gave the store man 
$5.00. If he bought a loaf 
of bread tor f.21 and a can 
or soup tor $.16 and a cake 
for $.39; how much money did 
he spend? 
Ans. ____ _ 
-- - -- "l:"" __ _ 
10. Geographies cost $2.60 
each. Histories cost $1.80 
each. Find the cost of 7 
Geographies. 
Ans._..,... __ _ 
PRACTICE SW5T 
· 1. An 11 year old boy saved 
! $6.oo. He bought a glove for 
$3.50 and a bat for $1.50. 
How much money did he then 
have? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. Twelve children in the 
. school wish to buy football 
tickets. The tickets cost 
$1.00 for adults and $.60 
for children. What will 12 
children's tickets cost? 
3. In our 
li-8 seats. 
19 boys. 
not used? 
Ans. ____ _ 
classroom there are 
We have 14 girls and 
How many seats are 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. The school library was sent 
.120 books. If Grade 5 reads 100 
books, it will receive a badge. 
Our roam has read 30 books so 
far. How many more books must 
we read to get a badge? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. White paint costs $3.75 a 
gallon, or $.98 a quart. John's 
father needs 2 quarts. How much 
will he pay for the paint? 
-------- - -· ----- ------
·-··--··--···· -------- - -
~s·-.·---·---.. -.... ---
6. The sign in the "Pet Shop" 
read-"Six Month Puppies For 
Sale." The price is $6.00. 
Mary has saved $3.00. How much 
more money does she need to 
buy the puppy? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. There are 12 boys in the 
club. 8 of the boys gave $.96 
to the "Jimmie Find." How 
much on the average did each 
boy give? 
Ans. ____ _ 
8. Oranges are $.70 a dozen. 
If your mother buys 3 dozen, 
how many oranges will she re-
ceive? 
Ans. ____ _ 
9. Our school has 4 basevall 
teams. There are 4 boys from 
Grade 5 - 14 boys from Grade 
6- and 25 from Grade 7 on the 
teams. How many boys are play-
ing on the teams? 
Ans. ____ _ 
10. Helen's spelling marks for 
a week were Monday-85; Wednes-
day-75; Friday-95. What was 
her average for a week? 
Ans. ____ _ 
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PRACTICE SHEET 
1. There are 30 pupils in 
Miss Fay's roam. 23 of them 
want milk. How much will the 
milk cost at $.05 a bottle 
for one week? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. When you buy electric 
bulbs at $.31 each, you are 
paying an excise tax of $.02. 
What will be the cost of 20 
gross bulbs? (A gross is 144) 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. Jets can travel up to 650 
or more miles an hour. A jet 
going 360 miles an hour, 
travels how far in one minute? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. A store had 16t yards of 
cotton cloth. One woman bought 5t yards; and another woman 
bought 7 2/3 yards. How many 
yards were sold in all? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. Alfred bought a suit for $29.74, a pair of shoes for 
$6.95 and an "Ivy League Cap" 
for $).5o. He gave the salesman 
$50.00. How much change did he 
receive from the salesman? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. Mrs. Brown is having 6 people 
to dinner. She bought 2t pounds 
of meat at $.90 a pound; 2 doz-
en of eggs at $.79 a doz. How 
much did she spend? 
Ans. ____ _ 
8. Robert's father bought a 
house for $9,500. He paid $750 
down and plans to make payments 
of $65 a month. How many months 
will it take him to pay for the 
house? How many years is this? 
Ans. ____ _ 
9. A farmer has 40 turkeys. If 
he sells 34 of them for $225.42, 
how much did he receive for 
each turkey? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. John decided to save in the 10. A basket holding 16 peaches 
school bank every week. His plan costs $.65. Grace bought 4 
was to save $.75 every week. How baskets. How much did she pay 
· much would he have saved at the for them? 
end of the school year? (The bank 
was opened 30 weeks.) 
Ans. ____ _ Ans. ____ _ 
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1. At a special sale I can 
: bey handkerchiefs for $.39, 
which were marked $.50. How 
much will 8 handkerchiefs 
cost? How much do I save by 
buying at the sale? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. Jack's father earns 
$15.75 a day. How much 
does he earn in a month of 
25 working days? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. Miss Gage owns a store. 
In 1950, her profit was 
$4,000; in 1952 her profit 
was $4,500; and in 1955 her 
profit was $5,820.16. How 
much larger was her profit 
in 1955 than in 1952? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. In 4 days Tom received 
these marks in Arithmetic; 
8 problems correct on Monday-
7 problems correct on Wednes-
day - 9 problems correct on 
. Friday. What was the average 
of correct problems Tom had? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. For her family of five, Mrs. 
Smith bought 6t pounds of 
roast at $.90 a pound; 2t doz-
en of rolls at $.40 a dozen; 
and 2 pounds of tomatoes at 2 
pounds for $.35. How much did 
she spend? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. If a jet plane travels 660 
miles an hour; how far will it 
go in 3 1/3 hours? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. It is almost 3,000 miles 
across the united States by 
air. If the airplane trip takes 
about 8 hours, how many miles 
an hour does the plane fly? 
Ans. ____ _ 
-.---. --- ------'---~---- -- --· --
·- -· ------ -- ---- . 
PRACTICE SHEET 
1. There are 60 minutes in an 
hour. If Mary practices her 
piano lesson 2 hours daily, 
how many hours does she prac-
tice in a whole week? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. Pilots can fly 85 hours a 
month. If they receive $5.60 
an hour, how much does a pilot 
receive for flying 7 hours? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. The milk carriers in school 
hold 12 bottles. If 36 children 
take milk which costs $.05 a 
bottle, how many carries will 
be needed? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. Nancy needed 20 yards of 
·ribbon. She bOUght one 6 yard 
piece, another 9 yard piece, 
and a 7 yard piece. Did she 
have enough ribbon? Label your 
answer "yes" or "no." 
Ans._" __ ,.__ 
6. From Troy to New York City 
is 250 miles. A train traveling 
42 miles an hour, has gone 168 · 
miles. How fast is it traveling 
in an hour? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7• We need 25 ribbons for badges. 
We have only 80 inches of rib-
bon to cut into 20 inch lengths •. 
How many pieces of ribbon shall 
we get? 
Ans. ____ _ 
B. Louise needs 3 skeins of 
yarn for mittens. If a 2 ounce 
skein costs $.29, and a 4 ounce 
skein costs $.53, how much can 
she save by bUYing a 4 ounce 
skein instead of 2 2-ounce 
skeins? 
Ans ... ____ _ 
9. Fred needs burlap to make a 
bulletin board 18" by 24". How 
much will a t yard of 50 inch 
burlap cost at $.90 a yard? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. George has 3 puppies, 2 cats 10. The Smiths burn oil in their 
and a canary. If he bUYs them 6 furnace. Their oil bill for 
pounds of food on Monday• 4 Nov. through April 15 was $300. 
pounds on Wednesday and 6 pounds If this time included about 22 
on Friday, what is the average weeks, what was the average a-
amount of food the animals eat mount spent every week? 
each week? 
Ans. ____ _ Ans. ____ _ 
·---------- ----·- ---
- - -~- --·-- .. - ... -
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PRACTICE SHEET 
1. How long will it take a 
boat traveling 30 miles an 
hour to go 120 miles? 210 
miles? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. Dennis has finished 15 ex-
amples out of 18. Jerry has 
finished 9 out of 12 examples. 
Who is 314 finished? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. If baked beans are selling 
at 3 cans for $.57; how much 
will a dozen cans cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. There are 30 children in the 
Sixth Grade. The 16 boys in the 
class have a total weight of 
1,296 pounds. Find their aver-
age weight? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. The Fifth Grade sold 17 out 
of the 20 pottery bowls that 
were made. For the 17 they re-
ceived $4.25. What was the aver-
age price of the bowls? 
Ans. ____ _ 
B. Betty took 3 of her friends 
to a play. She paid $.50 for 
each ticket. How much did she 
pay for the 4 tickets? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. It takes 18 gallons to fill 9. Mr. Jones had 4 cocker span-
Mr. Jones' gasoline tank. He iels for sale. One he sold for 
bought 10 gal. of High Test gas $35; one he sold for $50; and 
at $.30 a gal. How much did the the third he sold for $75. What 
gas cost? was the total amount of money 
he got for the dogs? 
Ans. ____ _ Ans. ____ _ 
5. In a large city parking lot lO.During the summer Jack earned 
there were 1600 cars. They are $35. He put 1/5 of it in the 
parked in 32 rows. How many cars bank. How much money did he 
were in each row? put in the bank? 
Ans. ____ _ Ans. ____ _ 
-~-~---~·· 
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PRACTICE SHEET 
1. Find the cost of t yard of 
57 inch wool that sells at 
·$3.60 a yard? 
Ans. ____ _ 
:' 2. Mary had 90 inches of rib-
, bon to make 3 bows for a birth-
: day present. If each bow re-
. quires 25 inches, how much rib-
bon will be left? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. A 2 pound box of cocoa costs 
$.89. A 1 pound box costs $.57. 
How much do you save by buying a 
2 lb. box? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. Jelly doughnuts cots 2 for 
$.09. Plain doughnuts are 4 for 
$.15. How much does a dozen 
plain doughnuts cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. The Jones' electric bill 
was $10.40 a month. At 2t cents 
an hour, what is the cost of 
using an electric iron for 16 
hours? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7• The length of 3 famous 
ships is given below. 
Queen Elizabeth 987.4 ft • 
Liberti 890.2 ft. 
America 663.6 rt. 
How much shorter is the Liberti 
than the Queen Elizabeth? Ans. ____ _ 
B. Plywood comes in pieces 
8• x 6•. If a piece costs 
$4.65, how much will the 15 
boys in the manual training 
class have to bring? 
Ans. ____ _ 
9. A two ton truck cost $3,240 
How many pounds will it carry? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. John is going to make a plane 10. A store had 280 hockey 
trip or 250 miles. Traveling at pucks. They sold 72 pucks 
the rate of 90 miles an hour, how for $108. What was the cost 
far will a small passenger plane of each puck? 
travel in 2t hours? 
Ans. ____ _ Ans. ____ _ 
--::: ---
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' 1. Jack is saving his money 
· to buy a radio. It costs 
$39.50. He has $5.42 in his 
coin bank, and $11.28 in the 
savings bank. He also has 
$3.00 which his grandfather 
gave him for his birthday. 
How much does Jack have? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. Mrs. Stone paid $169.75 for 
a refrigerator that had been 
$195.00. She paid $25. down, 
and thebalance in 15 equal pay-
ments. How much was each of 
the equal payments? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. The Miltons went to the 
country for a 2 weeks' vaca-
tion. They paid $75. for board; 
$15.75 for railroad fare, and 
$19.85 for other expenses. How 
much did they spend? 
5. Alfred's father helped un-
load a car of coal. He loaded 
his truck 5 times. The loads 
weighed 91650 pounds; 10,225 pounds; 1u,130 pounds; and 
9,855 pounds. What is the aver-
age weight of each of the loads? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. Harry divided 4 cans of food 
equally among his 5 dogs. How 
much did each dog get! (What 
part of a can did each dog 
get? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. Three quarts of peanuts 
were divided among 8 boys. 
What part of a quart did each 
boy get? 
Ans. ____ _ 
B. Paula spent $.74 for 2 boxes 
of strawberries; and $.59 for 
5 pounds of sugar. How much 
9,840 bot- change would she receive from 
cases hold- $10.00? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. A factory shipped 
tles of olive oil in 
ing 24 bottles each. 
cases were shipped? 
How many 
Ans. ____ _ 
Ans. ____ _ 
9. Bob received 5 packages of 
parcel post. The parcel post 
rates were $.59; $.89; $.49; 
$.68i $.67. What were the 
tota~ charges? 
A,rls •• ____ _ 
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PRACTICE SHEET 
1. An automobile with 4 
people in it is traveling 
about 50 miles an hour. 
At that rate how long will 
it take it to go 275 miles? 
Ans. ____ _ 
2. The distance by steamship 
· from Boston to Hamburg, Ger-
many is 3,995 miles. The dis-
tance from New York to Hamburg 
is 4 7201 miles. Which city is 
nearer Hamburg? How much 
nearer? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. Mr. Wright's salary is $430 
a month. How much is his salary 
for a year? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. Mr. and Mrs. Green bought 
the following Christmas pres-
ents for their children. Tom 
received a bicycle which cost 
$89.98. Dick received a radio 
which cost $74.50. Ellen re-
ceived a bicycle which cost 
$79.50. What was the total 
cost of these presents? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. Tickets for a Scout Show 
went on sale at 10 o'clock in 
the morning. 75 tickets were 
sold for $.35 each; and 125 
tickets were sold for $.25 
each. How much did these 
tickets cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. A woman bought 18 yards of 
cloth to make dresses for her 
daughters. If each dress takes 4t yards, how many dresses can 
she make? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. At the close of 1939 there 
were 524 Sunday newspapers in 
the united States. These had 
a circulation of 31,519,002. 
(Circulation means the numbers 
or papers sold each Sunday.) 
What was the average circula-
tion for each newspaper? 
Ans. ____ _ 
8. There are 132 pupils in the 
Eighth Grade who are going on 
a field trip. Buses which are 
to take the pupils carry 46 
passengers. How many buses will 
be needed if 3 teachers and a 
nurse are going too. If your 
answer is a mixed number, make 
it the next whole number to 
the mixed number? 
fRACTICE SHEET 
9. How much will Esther need 
to pay for ~ necklaces, each 
20 inches long, if each neck-
lace costs $.59? 
Ans. ____ _ 
10. A blue whale 95' long and 
39' around weighed 1~7 tons. 
How many pounds did it weigh? 
(There are 2,000 pounds in a 
ton.) 
Ans. ____ _ 
7'5 
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END-TEST 
NAME~--------------------------·GRADE. ___ ~ROOM--~DATE~------------
~ DIRECTIONS: This is a test to see how well you do problems. 
You are to work the problems in the space provided 
below each problem. Write your answer on the line 
so marked. Read each problem carefully, before 
you begin your work. 
. 1. A baby elephant weighed 
· t of a ton. How many pounds 
is this? 
Ans. ______ _ 
2. Find the cost of 2 pairs 
of shoes size 4t, at $4.29 
a pair? 
Ans. ____ _ 
3. You spend 180 days out of 
365 days in school, usually. 
Counting 5 days as a school 
weekr how many weeks do you 
attend school? 
Ans. ____ _ 
4. Tom set out 3 dozen tomato 
plants in a plot 18' long and 
30' wide. If 7 plants died, 
how many lived? 
Ans. ____ _ 
5. During the school year the 
Glee Club of 9'5 members paid 
into the treasury $88. In 
June they voted to give t of 
it to the School Curtain Fund. 
How much was left for another 
year? 
Ans. ____ _ 
6. Louis raised 150 chickens. 
How much did he receive for 
75 chicks at $.75 each? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7. Dan bought 30 bunches of 
onions for $.75 and sold them 
for $1.60. How much did he 
make? 
Ans. ____ _ 
8. There are 5 yards of woolen 
cloth in a remnant. At $1.20 
a yard, how much will 3t yds. 
cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
9. How much change will you 
get from $?.00 after buying 
6 place mats, each 12n by 
l&t, at $.7? each? 
Ans. ____ _ 
10. Joe and his sister were 
· given $100 for Christmas. 
'They both wanted bicycles 
costing $49.90 each. They 
. wondered if they had enough 
money. Did they need more 
·money, or did they have any 
money left? Label your answer 
with either of these two words. 
"needed" or ttleft." 
Ans. ____ _ 
11. Jill read that color T.V. 
· sets cost $?80. The black and 
white set which her father 
bought cost $300. If he were 
to pay for it in 3 months, how 
much would he pay a month? 
Ans. ____ _ 
12. Mr. Jones bought a case of 
eggs, which contained 144 eggs. 
He found 2 dozen broken. At 
$.0? each, what was the cost 
of the broken eggs? 
Ans. ____ _ 
13. James received $6.?0 for 
his birthday. He spent $3.2? 
for a bat and ball. Later he 
bought a glove for $2.2?. How 
much did he spend for baseball 
equipment? 
Ans. ____ _ 
14. What will be the cost of a 
pair of shoe skates - size ?t 
which cost $11.2?; and a pair 
of heavy skating socks which 
cost $.79 a pair? 
Ans. ____ _ 
1?. Jack bought 12 bunches of 
beets for $.90; and sold them 
for $1.?0. How much did he 
make on the sale? 
Ans •. ____ _ 
16. Gasoline costs $.32 a gal-
lon. How much will ?t gallons 
cost? 
Ans. ____ _ 
17. What will be the cost of 4 
pieces of chain, each 42tt long 
at $1.19 each? 
Ans. ____ _ 
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18. Central High School played 
20 football games this season. 
They won 12 games and tied 2. 
How many games did they lose? 
Ans. ____ _ 
19. In our school there are 450 
pupils. There are 98 in the 7th. 
Grade; 91 in the 5th. Grade, and 
102 in the 6th. Grade. How many 
pupils are there in these 3 
Grades? 
Ans. ____ _ 
20. A piano was sold for $775. 
How many payments would it take 
to pay for it at $25. a month? 
Ans. ____ _ 
7? 
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